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When masks become vaccinations:
X: Do you think if a vaccine were found, it should become mandatory?
Y: Yes of course I do, why wouldn’t I?
X: Because we do not know it is safe, and the mandatory aspect seriously risks our civil liberties being taken away.
Y: The government would not release a vaccine until they knew it was safe, and this is nothing to do with civil liberties.
X: It is everything to do with civil liberties. It’s my choice, my body what I decide to put in it. And safe vaccines usually take years to perfect, this one is being rushed.
Y: So many scientists are working on this at the same time though as this is a deadly virus and a global pandemic.
X: So would you take the vaccine?
Y: Of course I would, why wouldn’t I? Would you?
X: No I wouldn’t.
Y: Wow, how selfish.
X: How is that selfish? It is my right to choose what goes inside my own body?
Y: Because millions of people are dying! By not taking it you are putting lives at risk! As I’ve told you, this is nothing to do with rights!
X: How is it putting lives at risk? If people want the vaccine they can choose to have it and not be at risk.
Y: This is not about protecting yourself! It’s about protecting others!
X: So protect others and take the vaccine then!
Y: You really don’t get it do you?
X: What do you mean by that?
Y: This is nothing to with freedom and rights! It’s not about protecting yourself! It’s about protecting others so you do not selfishly spread it to them!
X: But you can choose to do that. Why does a vaccine need to be mandatory?
Y: This is not about choice! This is a global pandemic! If they do not make it mandatory, no one will take it!
X: Yes they would, and as I say it’s their choice if they do or don’t.
Y: In that case it should be their choice if they want free healthcare, to be able to travel, get a job and apply for a passport. They should not be able to do any of things without a vaccine.
X: Do you not believe in freedom?
Y: I believe in people’s freedom to live, yes. It’s people’s right to life to not be infected and die because of selfish people who refuse to be vaccinated!
X: And how do you not know people will not die or that there will be any quality of life left if people take an untested vaccine?
Y: I have just explained the government will not release a vaccine without it being tested.
X: Do you not know how dangerous vaccines can be? Many people have died or never been the same again due to side effects!
Y: So you are an anti-vaxxer.
X: No, I’m not an anti-vaxxer. I am pro-choice, and against specific vaccines that have not been properly tried or tested, and rushed. I have had all the childhood jabs which have been around for 50 years but this one is different.
Y: Stop banging on about choice! The vaccine will only work if EVERYONE takes it!
X: How do you know it will work?
Y: Because these people are scientists!
X: Many of those involved in leading us through this crisis are not virologists. They are statisticians, epidemiologists, politicians and people in power such as the elite.
Y: The elite, what are you talking about?
X: People like Bill Gates, who funds the WHO.
Y: You’re not making any sense. What has Bill Gates’ generosity got anything to do with it?
X: Because he has said worrying things in the past about vaccines, and past vaccines he funded have damaged people in other countries. He would have a big say in it because of his funding.
Y: Now you are sounding like a conspiracy theorist! What do you think is going to happen?
X: I don’t know, and that is what is worrying.
Y: And I don’t know what will happen if I catch the virus and spread it to my loved ones.
X: Have you seen the mortality rate for this virus?
Y: Yes, it’s very high! And we still have hundreds of new cases every day and many deaths!
X: No, the people who died have been suspected deaths, cases where there were multiple causes of deaths and covid was just one of them, and people who died WITH covid, such as died of a car accident having tested positive at the time. As for hundreds of cases, they are simply testing more people, and covid is not harmful for the vast majority.
Y: Where are you getting all this from? An awful amount of people must be dying from car accidents then!
X: Do you know how many people die of car accidents die on average every day? And other causes of death? The death rate from Covid-19 is very low in comparison.
Y: That’s rubbish! People are still dying and dropping like flies! We can hear and see it in the media and on the television. Look what happened in Italy, their health system could not cope! There will be a second wave and the NHS will be overwhelmed! All these selfish idiots who have packed out protests, gone to the beaches, sat on park benches without wearing a mask and taken picnics have caused it! The only way we can get back to normal is if we take the vaccine!
Here are some important questions to consider about vaccines:

1. Name 5 vaccine ingredients.
2. What is MRC-5?
3. What is WI-38?
4. What is vaccine court?
5. What is the National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program?
6. What is the 1986 National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act?
7. How has the CDC schedule changed since 1986?
8. How much money has been paid out by vaccine injury court?
9. How many doses of how many vaccines are in the CDC schedule between birth and age 16? (70 in US)
10. Do vaccines contain aborted fetal tissue? If so, which vaccines? And how many aborted babies were needed before they found one with the virus necessary to create the vaccine?
11. Do any vaccines contain dog, monkey, pig, and human DNA?
12. What is an adjuvant?
13. What is an antigen?
14. Which arm of the immune system do vaccines stimulate?
15. Which arms of the immune system do natural diseases stimulate?
16. What is transverse myelitis?
17. What is encephalopathy?
18. What is the rate of autism in 2017, what was it in 2000? What was it in 1990?
19. What is glyphosate and is it in vaccines?
20. If your child is injured, who will take physical, emotional, and financial responsibility?
21. What was the Supreme Court’s statement on vaccines in 2011?
22. Can you provide a study showing vaccinated vs. unvaccinated health outcomes?
23. Can you show me a safety study proving it is safe to inject multiple vaccines?
24. What is shedding?
25. Do vaccines shed? Which vaccines can shed for up to 6 weeks?
26. Which vaccines are live virus vaccines?
27. What is the VICP?
28. What is SV40?
29. What is MTHFR (methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase)?
30. What is the acceptable amount of aluminum to ingest per day and how much is injected via the hep B vaccine on day one of life?
31. Can someone who was vaccinated for pertussis still spread pertussis after being exposed to it? If so, for how long?
32. What is the death rate from measles in the US from 2005-2015? From the MMR vaccine in same time frame?
33. What does attenuated mean?
34. Where can I find information about vaccines?
35. Are there vaccine consent forms?
36. Can the vial stopper cause allergic reaction?
37. Can there be serious reactions to vaccines?
38. What is NVIC?
39. Is there any compensation for physicians who have a certain percentage of their patients vaccinated?
40. What is the difference between natural formaldehyde and synthetic (synthetic is in vaccine)
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A "vaccine wake-up" leaflet.

The UK government are now consulting on changing the medicines act 2012, to allow the use of an UNLICENSED vaccine etc. The UK government, with the Minister of Health in Northern Ireland, is seeking views on proposed changes to the Human Medicine Regulations 2012. The consultation covers:
- authorising temporary supply of an unlicensed product
- civil liability and immunity
- expanding the workforce eligible to administer vaccinations
- promoting vaccines
- making provisions for wholesale dealing of vaccines

These are very dangerous proposals. In addition the UK government has allowed only a very short window for response to this consultation (deadline 18th Sept) and not publicised it. Sending out these posters and sharing the link with contacts and health workers. I ask that you all do the same.

The nasal flu vaccine is due to be rolled out from the middle of October for children aged two to twelve years. I'll give you two guesses as to what's going to happen then... 😏

Nasal Flu Vaccine SIDE EFFECTS
- Fever/Pyrexia (Common)
- Aches & Pains/Myalgia (Common)
- Fatigue/Malaise (Very Common)
- Headache (Common)
- Nasal Congestion/Rhinorrhea (Very common)

Covid-19 SYMPTOMS
- Fever or chills (Common)
- Aches & Pains (Common)
- Fatigue (Common)
- Headache (Sometimes)
- Nasal Congestion/Runny or stuffy nose (Sometimes)
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You WILL have the vaccine. You'll be issued with a barcoded vaccine pass and will have to swipe it to enter shops, restaurants, pubs, theatres, rock concerts, cinemas etc. You cannot fly, go on trains, buses etc without it. You'll be a social leper without it, it's coming folks

Sarah Heptinstall 🙏 We're just going to have to start our own community then aren't we?

Like · Reply · 1h

Graham Couch 🙏 Sarah Heptinstall yes our vac free colony 😞

Like · Reply · 1h

Bex Troy 🙏 I'm down! 🙅‍♂️ダンサー

Like · Reply · 41m

Jeremy Clark 🙏 A social leper I shall be

Like · Reply · 1h · Edited

Charlotte Anne Moran 🙏 Only if people let it and stop complying with the ridiculous 'rules'

Like · Reply · 1h

Jeremy Clark 🙏 Mad about Masks - UK

1 hr · 🙏

Just a thought. Round one did not really have the desired effect. Basically a test to see how far they can manipulate humans. Not enough deaths. Actual deaths to cause enough panic. Calling it a pandemic...closing the world down ......and that has created enough people to see through their lies. The flu vaccine is being pushed now globally. The testing? Now that could be interesting. 3 things about that. Money. They make off it. Harmful. May and probably does contain some virus. No 19. I wouldn't put it past them. And numbers. They need to suck numbers for the fear factor. And then the covid vaccine...which I believe has nothing to do with it anyway. Round two is starting. This time round they need deaths. Lots of them. So enough panic and division between us is created on a much larger scale. If they already have us grasping our neighbors and people fighting over masks etc etc. Imagine when the real death starts and you not wearing a mask etc etc. The division and mankind against each other is again exactly what they want. I think that with the flu vaccine pushes. And testing. The numbers they need numbers...because people are going to start dying.......numbers cover their backs "you see we told you so."......Mark my words lots of death on the way and it will be called covid. Due to the testing and vaccine pushes for flu...then ultimately the covid vaccine when enough people run for it as millions die...Blamed on all of us. Free thinkers. Obviously....the shit storm is only starting....

David Jarman Not getting flu vaccine this yr. I'm wondering what is been put in it

Like · Reply · 1h

Gail Brockenbrow My father in-law has had his. It knocked him for six. Now he's feeling a bit better, but it scared him. It must of done because he's a proud man and would never admit that to us.

Like · Reply · 1h
Please don’t IGNORE THIS.

After 18th Sept, The Government are going to say they consulted the public and because there were no objections, we all want and consent to the rollout of unlicensed #vaccines, and that we are happy for non-medical staff to administer them and happy to accept we will not have the ability to ask for compensation if we face damage to our health.

They are going to say, you agreed to it (because no one saw this #Consultation request to share their opinion of course), this request is not being seen by many and has not been promoted widely enough.

Please don’t fall into apathy and then complain when it’s too late.

NB: click on the photo and then look for the blue ‘respond on line’, click on the words to go to the right place to share your views on each aspect of the potentially harmful new law they want to pass.

Please reshare this and make sure you contribute!

What the government DOESN’T tell you:

- Socializing boosts immunity
- Facial expressions are a key component to communication and human connection
- The heart’s electrical biofield reaches out 6 feet
- Bacteria ARE our immune system
- Viruses are part of a detoxing mechanism and are NOT the cause of disease

4,299 People Reached
655 Engagements

We need to be reaching the vaccine unaware general public. We should be posting outside of the box>>> 
https://www.facebook.com/paul.turner.39589149/posts/10218597834524759

We need to be reaching the vaccine unaware general public. We want new friends and members who had no clue children are being injected with multiples of combination vaccines which are not tested for being used this way and the makers of these products are not liable for harm.>>> 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/restoreliability/permalink/949427522077546
Lynne Kerr
**
I feel really sad for all these people queuing for there flu vaccine this year..i would put my last penny on it been severely tampered with this year to make your immune system really low so they can post their FAKE covid figures..🤔
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David Alger 🧩 Before having the flue jab I suggest doing a little research. Top five countries with the highest Corona death rates have a high uptake of flue jabs. Bottom five countries with the lowest Corona death rates have the lowest flue jab uptake. Coincidence 🙄

6

Julie Plank David Alger Does not surprise me in the slightest

Like · Reply · 8h

Laurian Snowden 🧩 i agree

Like · Reply · 2h

Natalie Newman 🧩 I'm not having it and neither are my kids, my husband wasn't having it but now he has changed his mind, reason is because he is asthmatic and with corona about he thinks its a good idea. Im really hoping he doesn't have any nasty side effects... like covid.

23h

James Budd shared a link.
🌟 Rising star · 14 September at 18:27

The WHO has now warned that the vaccine alone will not bring an end to the pandemic .......

SO WHAT'S THE POINT ???

The increase in case numbers clearly shows that the social distancing measures are not helping, that the masks are effectively useless (as we all know) & now the mythical unicorn with sprinkles vaccine will not eradicate the virus 😞 (not that many of us would have had it anyway)

This is just downright ludicrous & ridiculous all wrapped up in one .... just what the heck is actually going on here ??


CNBC.COM
WHO warns coronavirus vaccine alone won't end pandemic: 'We cannot go back to the way things were'
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Carl Vega

They (Mr & Mrs Bill Gates) want to decimate the world population! DO NO TRUST THEM! They are not doctors! They are only in this for the money!
If He really wanted to help people he would have given free computers to all the poor children in the world to help them get an education and move ahead!
They do not disclose what is in the vaccine! It will probably do more harm than good!
REFUSE THE VACCINE! REFUSE THE MICROCHIP!

Jay Pyro

Got a letter from the school yesterday about the flu nasal spray and do we consent or not. My daughter is nearly 5 and even tho me and my daughters mum have agreed on her not needing it (took a bit of persuading tbh over lay few months) I got her mum to ask the school about the info on the who's website regarding if your child is in on the day of said flu spray then that's the consent they need. The school didn't even know about it. What really gets me is on the form it said “the vaccine contains gelatine” no mention of any other ingredients, just gelatine. So people who don't look into stuff will just go along with it.

Paganbabe Alice

I haven’t posted in here before but I would like to feel maybe some thoughts and views of what people generally thinks gonna happen? I'm 23 single mum w a very young baby I'm so scared of all this I'm seeing on the internet about them taking children away in schools and all these laws and camps I'm really worried all the time we're gonna be put in camps and seperated am I just overthinking? Do we really need to prepare ourselves for the worst? I'm scared we're gonna be depopulated by. A vaccine and they are gonna control people like robots cause it's apparently a 5g vaccine that they can connect to AI systems almost like black mirror. Do you think evil will win? Or as we know it this big spiritual awakening is bringing people together and realising we can win against them I had a dream a couple weeks ago that I was flying through the sky escaping a building and I saw an army truck passing by on the road like I feel like I’m getting premonitions but I can’t differentiate if it’s reality or intrusive thoughts I’ve had to take myself away from the internet about all these pedophiles running society and taking our children. I can’t stand going out I will never wear a mask I will never let my daughter see me or anyone with a. Mask on I think it's really unsafe and creates a socially awkward environment. It’s hard to identify these evil monsters if they have masks! We must keep our children safe cause right now all over the world they are going missing and they are releasing high prolific pedophiles out of jail. There’s so much evil going on but I know there are good people in this world and I know we can work together to protect one another. God wins all over any evil the devil is weak I'm not a religious person I'm a spiritual one as I believe a witch I believe we are all spiritual, connected but what ever is coming I know we'll get through it I will never let anything or anyone come harms way. We need to pray pray pray put that energy into the universe less of the negative thoughts about a nwo it may all seem scary but it’s not it’s a false reality we are shifting into 5 dimensional universe and what we bring through it now determines how our future plays out. God bless the world 😊